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In 1979, Israeli Prime Minister Menachem Begin and Egyptian President Anwar Sadat signed a peace treaty arising from their negotiations at Camp David, bringing an end to the state of war that had existed between the two nations since Israel had declared its independence thirty-one years earlier.1 In so doing, Egypt and Israel created a new international legal order in the Middle East and a framework for future treaties. The basis for the agreement was, simply, "land for peace": Israel returned to Egyptian sovereignty the Sinai Peninsula, which Israel had captured in the 1967 Six-Day War; Egypt recognized Israel’s right to exist and established diplomatic and trade relations with the Jewish state.2 The two nations have maintained a peaceful relationship, if not a friendship, for a quarter-century since.3

Following the Camp David model, the fitful efforts over the last decade to forge a negotiated peace between Israel and the Palestinians have also been based on the land-for-peace concept... In this Article, we attempt to analyze the impasse in Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations—asking why it has arisen and how a third party can help the two sides get beyond it—from a unique conceptual perspective. Rather than dwell on particular historical events and antagonisms, our approach will be to use the analytical tools of interdisciplinary negotiation theory to categorize the range of roadblocks to a land-for-peace agreement and, from that analysis, to deduce the features of a U.S.-sponsored peace initiative that would have the best possible chance of overcoming the impasse. Our goal, then, is not to offer new facts about the events and antagonisms of the Middle East. Rather, we aim to provide a new analytical framework for organizing and making sense of the consequences of those antagonisms and deriving public policy recommendations from them.

Our approach to examining the Israeli-Palestinian impasse leads us to the following conclusions. The failure of the parties to reach an agreement based on the land-for-peace framework can be attributed to some combination of three common roadblocks to negotiation success: (a) the absence of a bargaining zone, such that no single set of agreement terms would be preferable to continued impasse for both parties; (b) internal division within one or both principal parties, such that an agent or a minority faction with the ability to block an agreement undermines a result that would benefit the party as a whole; and (c) mutual "hard bargaining," such that both sides refuse to accept an agreement that would be preferable to impasse and instead hold out for an even more desirable agreement.
Because the parties’ rhetoric can be consistent with any of these explanations, only an omniscient observer could know for sure which of these three roadblocks (or combination thereof) is actually the but-for cause of the ongoing impasse. Consequently, any U.S.-sponsored peace initiative would be most likely to succeed in bringing peace to the Middle East if it were to include a conscious plan to overcome each of these roadblocks. We propose that such a plan should include three crucial features. First, the United States should present a non-negotiable set of terms to the two disputing parties that they can either take or leave but not bargain over. Second, because carrots and sticks linked to the terms of the deal may maximize the chances of success, the United States should offer side payments to the parties if they accept the proposed deal and simultaneously threaten to withhold political and economic support if the plan is rejected. Finally, Washington should work with the disputants and with U.S. allies to limit the ability of Palestinians and Israelis who are opposed to an agreement to stand in its way.

In any bargaining setting, negotiations can have only one of two outcomes: agreement or impasse. Agreement, of course, requires the assent of each party. The minimum set of terms necessary for a party to prefer agreement to impasse is called that party’s “reservation point.” If a set of terms causes a party to favor agreement over impasse, the potential deal “exceeds” the party’s reservation point. The content of a party’s reservation point depends on the consequence of impasse. The set of terms constituting a party’s reservation point will be less favorable to that party, or “lower,” if impasse is extremely undesirable than if impasse is only moderately undesirable. A negotiator’s reservation point, then, is dependent on how that party perceives the quality of the outside options, or Best Alternative to a Negotiated Agreement (BATNA). . .

B. The Israeli-Palestinian peace negotiations can be mapped on a one-dimensional graph (Figure 2, right). On the left-hand side is the best possible resolution of the conflict from the Palestinian perspective. This outcome might include a complete withdrawal of Jews from the region and the establishment of a Palestinian state in what is now Israel and the Territories. We can label this agreement “Israeli surrender.” Closer to the middle of the chart, although only slightly, might be the withdrawal of Israeli forces from the Territories and East Jerusalem and the establishment of a Palestinian state therein; Israeli recognition of the right of return to Israel of Palestinian refugees who left their homes during the 1948 War; and no official recognition of Israel by the Palestinians. At the other end of the graph would be the best possible agreement from the Israeli perspective, which we can label "Palestinian surrender." Perhaps this outcome would include the Palestinians departing the Territories for other Arab lands, which would leave the entire territory currently controlled by Israel to the Jewish state. Slightly toward the center from that point would be Palestinian recognition of the state of Israel (including East Jerusalem); an end to all violence against Israelis; a renunciation of
the right of return; maintenance of Israeli settlements in the Territories; and limited Palestinian autonomy in portions of the Territories…
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C. Our conceptual apparatus permits us to describe plausible explanations of why Israel and Palestine have failed to reach a negotiated agreement as falling into one of three distinct categories. First, it is possible that Israel, Palestine, or both have such high reservation points that no bargaining zone exists; that is, for all the talk of land for peace, there simply is no specific version of a land-for-peace agreement that both Israel and the Palestinians would prefer to continued warfare. Second, it is possible that there is a bargaining zone that encompasses one or more specific versions of a land-for-peace agreement, such that both parties would find that agreement dominates continued impasse, but that a minority of actors within Israel, Palestine, or both who hold contrary preferences can block agreement by preventing the majority from entering into or implementing the deal. Third, it is possible that there is a bargaining zone and that the parties have the ability to reach a mutually beneficial agreement, but that an agreement proves elusive nonetheless because both parties continue to press for a better deal rather than settle for a merely acceptable one.

The conceptual lens through which we view the Middle East conflict is useful not only for identifying and describing the causes of negotiation failure, but also for prescribing policy interventions geared toward breaking the impasse. Each of the three categories of roadblocks to a peace agreement that we describe logically suggests the need for different policies on the part of the disputants themselves or interested outsiders.

Whether a hypothetical agreement exceeds a negotiator’s reservation point depends on the relationship between two variables, as perceived by the negotiator: the relative quality of the agreement’s terms and the relative quality of the negotiator’s BATNA. This suggests that if no bargaining zone currently exists, one might develop if the terms of the deal are altered to make agreement more
Designing a model peace initiative would be a far simpler task, at least analytically speaking, if it were clear which of the potential roadblocks to peace have actually caused the ongoing impasse in the Middle East. Unfortunately, while the issues that divide the parties are well known, the precise cause of their failure to bridge those differences in light of the obvious benefits of peace to both sides remains unknown, even to the most knowledgeable observers. Numerous potential factors could explain why Israel and Palestine remain at war fifty-seven years after the founding of Israel and thirty-eight years after the Six-Day War: perhaps no bargaining zone exists that encompasses a specific set of deal terms; internal divisions in the guise of faithless agents or blocking minorities may have prevented the parties from concluding a peace agreement on mutually beneficial terms; or the parties’ desires to negotiate a perfect agreement may have prevented the conclusion of a merely acceptable one.

This observation suggests that a prudent U.S. peace effort would attempt to address all three of the potential categories of roadblocks simultaneously, and as many of the specific potential causes of impasse within each category as possible. The alternative to such a comprehensive approach is to forge a policy that is based essentially on guesses as to which of the plausible negotiation roadblocks actually have frustrated Middle East peace for two generations and continue to do so. Such an approach would run the obvious risk of failing to resolve the impasse, and it could even exacerbate the conflict by allowing current problems to fester. With this logic in mind, this Part attempts to outline the fundamental elements of a comprehensive U.S. policy initiative...

A. Compared to the other potential roadblocks to peace explored in this Article, the problem of hard bargaining over the cooperative surplus that a mutually beneficial transaction would create receives relatively little attention. But because the insistence of even one disputant on achieving better deal terms can prevent the
parties from reaching any mutually beneficial agreement, any sensible U.S. initiative should take steps to preclude such destructive hard bargaining. Overcoming the roadblock of hard bargaining is only one of three prongs of our policy proposal, but it is the linchpin on which the efficacy of the other prongs rests. Accordingly, we begin our analysis with consideration of this roadblock, first explaining why we believe it is a significant impediment to peace unlikely to be overcome without a third party's assistance, and then suggesting an approach to confronting it.

1. Even assuming that Israel and Palestine both determine that the value of a land-for-peace agreement exceeds their reservation points and that no agents or minority constituencies can block agreement, no agreement will be reached if both sides believe they can garner even better terms by waiting for additional concessions from the other party. The passage of time is unlikely to resolve such a stalemate between the parties...

2. In the terms of negotiation theory, in attempting to mediate the Middle East conflict, President Bush, like President Clinton...before him, has played essentially a "facilitative" role, disclaiming an intention or desire to impose a particular substantive resolution of the conflict. The United States should abandon this approach. Instead of presenting the parties with a broad framework, as the Road Map does, the United States should assume a more directive position and present the parties with a detailed set of agreement terms that it considers fair and reasonable to both sides. The U.S. president should then make it clear that the terms are not the starting point for negotiations, but the ending point; the United States should not dicker over the terms.

   Facing a set of non-negotiable terms, both parties will have the choice between agreeing to those terms and impasse. The option of holding out for better terms in the future—a recipe for stalemate if adopted by both sides—disappears, not only because the United States will not countenance arguments for altering the terms, but because it would be difficult under such circumstances for either party to accept anything less that what is contained in the proposal. It is doubtful that the Israelis would accept any settlement that the United States believed was unreasonably biased in favor of Palestine. The same is true for Palestine, and especially so if the U.S. position had Arab support...

   Determining what specific terms would satisfy this criterion would require a considerably more detailed analysis than is possible in this Article. With this said, however, it seems likely that the terms of a non-negotiable U.S. peace plan would probably resemble in content the Geneva Accord and the similar but less well-known People's Voice initiative, although in considerably greater detail. These two recent plans are both final-status documents negotiated by prominent Israelis and Palestinians (although not by elected leaders), and both have received substantial public support in each nation. These facts suggest that a more detailed plan that...
follows the outline of these documents would be likely to fall between the parties’ reservation points. Moreover, both accords have attracted substantial international support, so basing an U.S. proposal on them would sharply increase the likelihood of desirable Security Council approval...

B. Skeptics might contend that our initial focus on countering the roadblock of mutual hard bargaining might be overly optimistic in the sense that hard bargaining can be the but-for cause of a negotiation impasse only if a bargaining zone exists. A straightforward implication of the historical failure of the parties to reach an agreement might be that there is simply no bargaining zone...

1. There is some reason to believe that, whether or not the historical failure of Israel and Palestine to reach a negotiated peace agreement can be attributed to the absence of a bargaining zone, social and political changes in the Middle East over the last decade have enabled a bargaining zone to emerge. This Section describes the reasons for such optimism.

a. At its thinnest point, pre-1967 Israel is only nine miles wide, making the heart of the country extremely vulnerable to a first-strike military attack by hostile Arab forces without the West Bank serving as a buffer. Former Israeli Foreign Minister Abba Eban, a dove by Israeli standards, once provocatively described the pre-1967 territorial lines as "Auschwitz boundaries." In light of this geographical fact, Israel might have believed in the past that its BATNA of occupying the territories and endlessly battling Palestinian nationalism was a more desirable option than trading land—especially the West Bank—for peace. In fact, many Israeli military and political figures contended that retaining control of most or all of the West Bank was an absolute requirement of Israeli security.

This view seems untenable today. Israel enjoys a better-equipped and better-trained army, navy, and air force than all Arab states combined. The Jewish state is at peace with Egypt and Jordan. Israeli-Syrian relations remain cold, but the recent demolition of Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq destroyed the last serious Arab military threat to Israel’s existence. With this development, Israeli control of the West Bank can no longer be considered strategically critical, and security concerns that impeded Israeli-Palestinian negotiations as recently as the 1990s are far less critical today. Although Islamic militant groups operating beyond the Territories present a very real threat to Israeli security, the threat of a conventional army attack across Israel’s eastern border is extremely small—even smaller than it was just two years ago.

In contrast, the economic and psychological costs to Israel of occupying and governing a territory that is home to 3.5 million hostile Palestinians are large. Added to this is the fact that Palestinian militants have demonstrated their ability to keep Israeli citizens in near-constant fear of terrorism, creating further crippling economic as well as psychological effects. These primary results of the ongoing
intifada on Israeli society are compounded by the secondary effect of mounting emmigration of Israeli Jews—often the better educated—which increases the risk of worsening both Israel’s long-term economic growth prospects and its precarious demographic balance.\textsuperscript{16} Overall, it seems that the possibility of trading land for peace would dominate Israel’s alternatives. Polls of Israelis bear this out.\textsuperscript{17}

b. As is true for Israel, the likelihood that Palestine perceives a land-for-peace agreement as superior to its BATNA of continued political and military struggle against Israel seems to have increased in recent years. While many Palestinians still dream of conquering the Jewish state, there is no serious prospect of this taking place. If there were any hope of Arab armies “liberating” Jerusalem after the Soviet Union collapsed and its military sponsorship of Arab states disappeared, the destruction of Saddam Hussein’s regime in Iraq extinguished it. With Saddam’s armed forces disbanded, no Arab nation to Israel’s east possesses conventional military forces that could plausibly be considered a threat to the Jewish state.

Following Israel’s withdrawal from southern Lebanon in 2000, many Palestinian leaders, and particularly Arafat, believed that Israel was a “spider web”;\textsuperscript{18} outwardly impressive but ready to collapse in the face of a Palestinian military challenge. Four-and-a-half years of the second intifada and the continued disintegration of Palestinian civil society with no signs of Israeli capitulation, however, have undermined this theory severely…

...While a majority of Palestinians polled often express support for armed confrontation with Israel, majorities also favor peace based on the concept of Jewish and Palestinian states existing side by side.\textsuperscript{19} A July 2003 poll conducted by respected Palestinian political scientist Khalil Shikaki found that more than ninety percent of Palestinian refugees do not actually want to return to pre-1967 Israel.\textsuperscript{20} A large majority said they would accept resettlement in the Palestinian state or elsewhere and compensation in lieu of the right of return to Israel.\textsuperscript{21} The percentage rose when pollsters told respondents their original pre-1948 villages no longer existed.\textsuperscript{22} These numbers suggest that giving up the right of return as part of a land-for-peace agreement might no longer be the third rail of Palestinian politics.

2. To help create a bargaining zone if none currently exists—or, alternatively, to increase the breadth of the existing zone—a U.S. peace initiative should maximize the benefits of agreement to each party while simultaneously maximizing the costs of impasse by reducing the desirability of each party’s BATNA of maintaining the status quo.\textsuperscript{23} To satisfy the first goal of maximizing the benefits of agreement, the U.S. proposal should include the promise of side payments when the proposed agreement is implemented, both in the form of cash assistance and in-kind aid.\textsuperscript{24} These side payments should be designed to mitigate the most serious objections that the parties are likely to have to a land-for-peace agreement. To satisfy the second goal of maximizing the costs of impasse, the proposal should also be accompanied by the threat of serious adverse consequences should the parties
reject the proposal. The ability of the United States, based on its economic, military, and political power, to employ both “reward power” and “coercive power” gives it the unique ability among possible mediators of the Israeli-Palestinian dispute to implement this proposal...

C. We believe that by crafting a specific land-for-peace proposal that serves as many interests of both parties as possible, accompanying that proposal with offers of side payments and other forms of U.S. assistance if it is accepted, offering that proposal on a strictly non-negotiable basis, and taking steps to worsen the quality of both Israel’s and Palestine’s BATNA of continuing the conflict, the United States can create a situation in which agreeing to the terms of that proposal will dominate any other option available to either side. This scenario will not guarantee that the proposed agreement is signed and implemented, however...two very different types of internal divisions within one negotiating party can prevent the consummation of an agreement that is desirable for both sides: the party can be represented by a faithless agent, or a minority faction can have the power to block an agreement desired by the majority.

In Israel, the ideologically driven and politically powerful settler community, though relatively small in number, has long set the agenda within the dominant Likud party. It has also managed to extract significant and extremely costly benefits from the central government, even during times of economic hardship and national political peril. Recently, settler opposition led Sharon’s own Likud party to reject his proposal for unilateral disengagement from Gaza, and threatened his hold on the governing coalition. Any U.S. peace initiative needs to take steps to minimize the likelihood that minority preferences could control Israeli policy concerning a peace agreement to the detriment of Israel as a whole.

Internal divisions on the Palestinian side present an even greater threat to the achievement of a mutually beneficial peace agreement. The Bush administration’s Middle East policy attempted to address both the agency and blocking-minority problems with a single initiative: creating the office of the Palestinian prime minister. Although this initiative failed miserably, its ultimate goal—the replacement of Arafat as Palestinian leader—was recently achieved by Arafat’s death. However, if internal divisions within the Palestinian nation in the form of a blocking minority are a primary roadblock to a peace agreement, the Bush approach shows no signs of surmounting it in the near term, and a new initiative is needed.

1. Early in his presidency, George W. Bush concluded that Yasser Arafat was himself a roadblock to a negotiated peace, both because the Palestinian leader was not willing to approve a land-for-peace agreement and because he would never use the full power of his office to stop terrorism and thus ensure that a Palestinian minority could not prevent an agreement. This belief created hope that a Palestinian leader
more committed to peace would solve not only the agency problem but the blocking minority problem as well.

2. No U.S. policy that hopes to forge peace in the Holy Land can succeed if the leaders of Israel or Palestine do not have the power to commit their internal constituencies to the terms of the deal proposed.\textsuperscript{32} A threat posed by a minority constituency to the adoption or implementation of a negotiated agreement can be confronted by co-opting or disempowering those constituencies. Carefully drafted, the terms of a specific land-for-peace agreement could co-opt many opponents to peace, winning their acquiescence if not their active support. For example, if the specific territorial division permits Israel to retain some Jewish settlements located near the Green Line and in the Jerusalem suburbs, perhaps in return for some Israeli territory elsewhere, many settlers would no doubt support the agreement. If the proposed terms also provide sufficient rights to Palestinian refugees—whether in terms of very limited opportunities to immigrate to Israel, financial compensation, citizenship in third countries, or some combination of these—many Palestinians who support rejectionist groups such as Hamas and Palestinian Islamic Jihad might reassess their opposition to peace.

This said, it would be unrealistic to believe that, whatever the specific terms of a land-for-peace agreement, all of the Israelis who believe that the land between the Mediterranean and the Jordan River must be entirely Jewish and all of the Palestinians who believe the same land must be entirely Arab could ever be assuaged. Consequently, a U.S. peace initiative should focus on disempowering these groups—that is, making it impossible for their opposition to block the implementation of a land-for-peace agreement.

a. For the past thirty years, Israeli settlers and their supporters have become a key component—perhaps the key component—in the power base of Ariel Sharon’s Likud party.\textsuperscript{33} These Israelis provide Likud’s core constituency, and the Party reciprocates by providing enormous government benefits to the settler movement…\textsuperscript{34} Any U.S. initiative should drive a wedge between the settlers and both their supporters inside the Green Line and the rest of the Israeli population. U.S. efforts to reduce the quality of Israel’s BATNA by threatening to withhold economic, military, and political support should Israel reject the proposed agreement, as explained above, might have this effect… In addition, the U.S.-sponsored land-for-peace initiative should include as one element a large economic aid package to Israel for use in dismantling the settlements on land that would, under the proposal’s terms, be part of the state of Palestine.\textsuperscript{35} Withdrawing from the settlements would be tremendously expensive—the cost of withdrawing from just the small Gaza settlements is expected to exceed $1 billion, including relocation payments.\textsuperscript{36} It would be particularly difficult for Sharon’s government to reject a
b. As we asserted above, any U.S.-sponsored peace agreement should include a specific warranty committing the PA to use all its available resources to dismantle the infrastructure of terrorist organizations within the Territories.38 However, relying on the PA alone to control terrorism and make a land-for-peace agreement both possible and enduring has failed thus far, and its future prospects remain uncertain at best. To maximize the chances of success, a U.S. peace initiative should include a multi-pronged approach to controlling terrorism by Palestinian rejectionists, with commitments of the Palestinian security forces only part of that approach. In addition, the United States needs to exert direct political pressure on Arab and Muslim nations that provide economic and military assistance for Palestinian rejectionists to eliminate (or, more likely, reduce) that assistance, and to support Israel’s construction of a separation barrier to provide a level of defensive protection against terrorist attacks.39

The repeated failure of Israelis and Palestinians to negotiate an enduring peace agreement, however, suggests the need for new analytical prisms through which to view the Middle East conflict. We believe that our framework, informed by negotiation theory, presents a fresh way to conceptualize the impediments to peace in sufficient detail to generate policy proposals but not in so much minutiae that paralysis results.

Our framework also leads logically to policy prescriptions for the United States that do not fit neatly into the usual political debates on the subject. Neoconservatives (often closely aligned with the Bush administration) have argued that to struggle for Middle East peace requires the United States to use all military, political and economic means at its disposal to pressure recalcitrant Arab and Muslim regimes to make peace and overthrow those that will not.40 Liberals, in contrast, insist that Middle East peace requires the United States to become directly involved in Israeli-Palestinian negotiations and work more closely both with multilateral institutions such as the United Nations and with its European allies.41 Our framework suggests that a strategy most likely to help break the impasse would include elements of both of these approaches plus a number of other features as well.

Most importantly, our analysis suggests that any U.S.-sponsored Middle East initiative can maximize its likelihood of success by consciously addressing the full range of potential roadblocks to peace. The Bush administration’s determination that Yasser Arafat was the primary impediment to peace resulted in four years of
single-minded focus in Washington on eliminating his influence. Pursuing a policy so narrow was and continues to be a high-risk approach. Even if Arafat's ultimate successor is a faithful agent of the Palestinian people, the absence of a bargaining zone, blocking minorities on one or both sides, and strategic hard bargaining will still threaten to derail attempts to settle the Israeli-Palestinian conflict on the basis of land for peace. Arafat's death has given many Israelis, Palestinians, Americans, and other interested parties a renewed sense of optimism that an Israeli-Palestinian peace might be possible. A reinvigorated U.S. policy must be comprehensive—that is, consciously designed to overcoming each of the potential roadblocks.
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